Recently, we polymerized a block copolymer that was constructed of side-chain crystalline monomer and a solvent-compatible monomer, which we referred to as a side-chain crystalline block copolymer (SCCBC). This SCCBC has a specific melting point. We found that this SCCBC was adsorbed onto polyethylene (PE) crystal by via supramolecular interaction. In addition, through this supramolecular interaction, the SCCBC acts as a dispersant for a concentrated PE particle dispersion, and this dispersion can be considered a Thermal Rheological Fluid.
Introduction
High crystalline polymers such as polyethylene (PE) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) exhibit excellent solvent resistance. Since they do not have polar groups on their surface, they also have poor adhesion properties. These properties are very useful, but also severely limit their application. For example, these polymers cannot adhere to other polymers. For small particle dispersion systems of these polymers, no good dispersants that can control the viscosity are available. In the former case, the polymers can sometimes be mixed with a polymer which has had its chemical structure modified by a polar group, such as maleic anhydride. Physical modifications (UV or plasma irradiation) can also be carried out. However, these methods often do not result in the required properties and can impair mechanical properties. Therefore, alternative methods have been sought.
Recently, we polymerized a block copolymer that was constructed of two monomers: a monomer with a long alkane side-chain (more than 10 carbon atoms) and another monomer with solvent affinity.
14) This block copolymer has a melting point and shows side-chain crystallization. Thus, this block copolymer can crystallize due to its long alkane side-chain (Side-Chain Crystalline Block Copolymer: SCCBC). Polymers having long alkyl side chains have been well known to exhibit various specific properties.
57)
In this time, we found that this SCCBC is adsorbed on PE crystal through supramolecular interaction. In addition, through the use of this supramolecular interaction, the SCCBC can act as a dispersant for a concentrated PE particle dispersion, which then shows unique thermal rheological properties. 1, 2, 4) 2. Experimental
Sample
For the side-chain crystalline monomer, we used stearyl acrylate (STA), and for the solvent-affinity monomer, we used normal butyl acrylate (nBA). To initiate polymerization, we used 3,7-dioxa-4-aza-6-phosphanonanoic acid, 4,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-6-ethoxy-2, 2-dimethyl-, 6-oxide (SG-1-MA; BlocBuilder μ , ARKEMA). Polymerization was performed under a nitrogen atmosphere at a temperature of 118°C. The block copolymer was polymerized by sequential monomer addition. The weight average molecular weight (Mw) of the SCCBC was about 11,000. The Mw of the STA sequence was about 5,000 and that of nBA was about 6,000. Figure 1 shows a polarized light micrograph of a SCCBC/ diethyl phthalate solution. The concentration of SCCBC was 10 mass%. As shown, the SCCBC crystals were spherical. These may have a crystal structure that is different from those of spherulite. By differential calorimetry, the melting point was about 54°C.
For a PE particle, we used Ceridust μ 3620 (Clariant International Ltd.), which has a number average diameter of 7.4 µm. Diethyl phthalate was used as the dispersion solvent. The concentration of particle was 40 mass%. SCCBC was added at a concentration of 1 mass% of the particle weight.
Measurement
The viscosity and viscoelastic properties were measured by a Rheosol R2000 at 35, 45, 55 and 65°C, and in some cases 75°C. In the dynamic measurement, the strain was set to be 0.5%. Figure 2 shows the shear rate-and temperature-dependence of viscosity (©) of a PE dispersion without SCCBC (Original Dispersion System: ODS). While © does not appear to exhibit temperature-dependence, it strongly depends on the shear rate, and the dependence profile is very complex. With an increasing in the shear rate from the mid-range, © shows a shoulder region and then suddenly decreases by about one order of magnitude. At a low shear rate, the slopes are about ¹1. Figure 3 shows the frequency-and temperature-dependence of the complex viscosity («©*«) of ODS. As shown, the value for viscosity and complex viscosity are very different. In this case, «©*« shows little temperature-dependence. For 35°C, «©*« shows step-like dependence at the mid-range frequency. However at the other temperatures, «©*« decreases linearly with a slope of about ¹1. Figure 4 shows shear rate-and temperature-dependence of © for a PE dispersion with SCCBC. The concentration of SCCBC is 1 mass% of the particle weight. At 35 and 45°C, © decreases about 2 orders of magnitude at a low shear rate. At these temperatures, the shear rate-dependence is gradual and shows almost Newtonian flow at a high shear rate. These results suggest that SCCBC should be a good dispersant for a PE particle dispersion system. As the temperature is increased to 55°C, © increases rapidly and the slope becomes about ¹1. At 65°C, © is almost the same as that of ODS. Thus, this system shows Thermal Rheology and this PE dispersion solution can be considered a Thermal Rheological Fluid. Figure 5 shows the frequency-and temperature-dependence of «©*« of the system in Fig. 4 . Surprisingly, at 35 and 45°C, the values and the frequency dependence of «©*« are almost consistent with the value and shear dependence of © in Fig. 4 . This fact means that a Cox-Merz rule is established in these conditions. In this case, «©*« increased rapidly at 55°C, but the difference (about 3.5 orders of magnitude) is much greater than that under steady shear deformation. The profile of «©*« at a high temperature is almost the same as that of ODS. While this system shows Thermal Rheology, the difference at the transition temperature is much larger in dynamic deformation. . Fig. 4 Shear rate-and temperature-dependence of viscosity of a PE particle dispersion with SCCBC. The concentration of SCCBC is 1 mass% of the particle weight. . This figure clearly shows Thermal Rheological effects with a transition temperature of about 50°C, which is almost the same as the melting point of the SCCBC. Furthermore, «©*« changes much more than ©. Thus, Thermal Rheology depends on the deformation mode.
Results and Discussion

Mechanism of Thermal Rheology
As shown in Fig. 7 , at a low temperature, the side-chain crystalline units of the SCCBC (in this case STA group segments) are thought to adsorb on the surface of PE due to their structural similarity. This scheme was predicted by Yamamoto based on a computational simulation.
810) The solvent-compatible units (in this case nBA group segments) extend from the surface like a tail. Under this conformation, the surface properties of PE are modified to exhibit wettability toward the solvent, and the coagulation structure of PE particles is destroyed. Thus, SCCBC could act as a good dispersant for a concentrated PE dispersion system. Figure 8 shows SEM images of the original PE particles (a) and the PE particles obtained from a solution that contained SCCBC at 1 mass% of PE particle weight (b). Figure 8 (b) shows that the particles are covered by SCCBC. When the temperature rises, the pseudo crystal structure that is formed by SCCBC and PE surface molecules melts, and SCCBC detaches from the surface of PE. At that time, PE particles lose their solvent affinity and coagulate again, and the PE dispersion system shows rapid and large increase in viscosity. When the temperature decreases, SCCBC is reversibly absorbed on the PE surface. Due to this mechanism, the SCCBC-contended PE dispersion system shows Thermal Rheology and the solution can be considered a Thermal Rheological Fluid.
In a previous paper, 2) we changed the side-chain crystalline monomer from STA to 1H,1H,2H,2H-heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate. This SCCBC could decrease the viscosity of a tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) particle dispersion system and the system showed Thermal Rheology. Thus, this novel supramolecular interaction has generality and should be present in systems in which the polymer crystal structures are similar.
Conclusions
With use of this novel supramolecular interaction, we can easily modify the surface properties of high crystalline polymers (PE, PTFE, etc.), which have previously been thought to be inert. In this paper, we described a Thermal Rheological Fluid, but the application of this interaction is not limited to dispersion systems. In particular, we may be able to modify the inner surface properties of porous membranes without using physical methods (such as UV irradiation or plasma irradiation). With this approach, a modified surface property can revert to its non-modified state under changes in temperature. In previous studies, we modified the properties of a PE porous membrane by dipping and made a thermal functional membrane in which the mobility of Li ion cloud be controlled by changing the temperature. We think that this supramolecular interaction may be used to develop many intelligent materials in the near future. 
